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Kyle Pace
"The question is no longer IF the internet can transform learning in powerful ways."

- The Web-Based Education Commission
"The virtue of a computer in the classroom is that it requires a user, not a watcher."
- Diane Ravitch
Online PD has opened me to new ideas & people. I can develop on my time, when I need and not when I can get to a training.

#edchat @kylepace

@kylepace I get on-demand PD and collaborate with other educators. I've learned so much that has made me a better teacher.

@kylepace I'm connected to countless passionate educators willing to share ideas and insights - so helpful as I get started in the profession.

@kylepace easy answer. Online colleagues remind me I'm not alone in my intellectual pursuits to better education. Love reading and sharing.
#edchat
#kinderchat
#sschat
#cpchat
#elemchat
#ntchat
#ntchat
#edscape
#tlchat
#edcampKC
#subject

The Hashtag
See what’s happening right now

Tip: use operators for advanced search.

http://search.twitter.com
The "Unconference"

http://edcamp.wikispaces.com
We're Better Together
Kyle Pace
@kylepace on Twitter
http://www.kylepace.com
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Tiny.url/shellyterrell
“A great teacher said to me... the purpose of education is **Change**... So I would **Change** the world.”

~Simon Finch
How do we help each other?
How?

Social Media
Connecting before 1993
• Conferences
• Books
• In house training
Connecting after 1993

PLE => Personal Learning Environments
How do you begin to share and connect on social media?
Connect

Communicate

Collaborate

Create
Results for #edchat

1 more results since you started searching. Refresh to see them.

tomwhitby: It would be nice if Administrators demonstrated a web2.0 app and had a 10 min discussion on its potential at each staff Meeting. #Edchat
about 2 hours ago via TweetDeck - Reply - View Tweet
10+ recent retweets

cybraryman1: Flip the meeting. My Professional Development page: http://tinyurl.com/3qvqgh (expand) #edchat
about 2 hours ago via TweetDeck - Reply - View Tweet
10+ recent retweets

mbteach: What if meetings resembled edcamps---teacher-driven and differentiated? #edchat
about 2 hours ago via TweetDeck - Reply - View Tweet
10+ recent retweets

lisamcates: RT @pinaugie: Sign at faculty mtgs should say - Don't come with a complaint unless you have an idea for a solution. #edchat
less than a minute ago via TweetDeck - Reply - View Tweet

deborahrecord: RT @missnoor28: An Intro Social Media Resources to Develop a #PLN http://bit.ly/1VLXF9 (expand) #edtech #edchat #SM #vitalcpd
Teachers Teaching Teachers, on Twitter: Q. and A. on ‘Edchats’

By KATHERINE SCHULTEN
Facebook Pages & Groups

#EdChat
Non-Profit Organization - Edit Info

Wall

Share: Status Photo Link Video Question

Write something...

#EdChat
How can educators deal with the poverty and culture gaps that have such a devastating effect on standardized test scores?

#Edchat 4 - 4 - 2011 - 16:00 CET 12 PM EST This edchat topic was always going to be a tough one and it aroused a lot of passion among the participants. I cannot think of a better edchatter to write this summary than LaRan Carter and he has produced a fantastic post which gets r
source: Radical Language

Like · Comment · Share · Yesterday at 11:33am via NetworkedBlogs

149 Impressions · 0% Feedback

#EdChat
What specific things can teachers do to promote creation of content by students?
The Educator’s PLN
The personal learning network for educators

This is a ning site dedicated to the support of a Personal Learning Network for Educators.

Podcast: Listen to some leading voices in education transformation!

Check out our podcast with some of the best voices in education transformation! We begin with Chris Lehmann and soon we will be adding Alfie Kohn, Howard Rheingold, and Diane Ravitch to the mix. Subscribe in iTunes or any platform to keep updated! You can also embed the player in your own website or download it!

Top Content
1. A Menu of Modernized Assessments
   Added by Shawn Blankenship on June 16, 2011

2. Not Your Father’s EDU Conference
   Added by Thomas Whitby on June 19, 2011
Welcome to Classroom20.com, the social network for those interested in Web 2.0 and Social Media in education. We encourage you to sign up to participate in the great discussions here, to receive event notifications, and to find and connect with colleagues.

Classroom 2.0 is a free, community-supported network. We especially hope that those who are “beginners” will find this a supportive comfortable place to start being part of the digital dialog. Because of spammers, we have to approve all memberships here. While your membership is pending you are still welcome to peruse the site or attend any events!

Once your membership is approved, you can introduce yourself to the whole network by going to the introductory forum message. Please also feel free to explore! Here are some starting tips and a “Tour of Classroom 2.0” Eluminate recording, or you can ask help of a “host.” Thanks so much for being here!

Classroom 2.0 LIVE! - Saturday Shows

There will not be a Classroom 2.0 LIVE session on Saturday, June 25th, 2011 so that attendees can participate in pre-conference ISTE 2011 events. We will be taking the month of July off for a brief hiatus and resume our normal schedule on August 6th, 2011.

To volunteer to be a CR 2.0 host/greeter, or if you have comments, please refer here.
1. Be a Beam
2. Re-evaluate Value
3. What Do You Believe About Learning?
4. Leave it Behind!
5. Reflect, Step Back, Act
6. Invite Them In!
7. Play and Have Fun!
8. Rethink Student Behavior and Classroom Management
9. Make a Global Connection
10. Plant a Seed of Belief
11. Give Students Reign
12. Engage Parents
13. Help Them Reflect on Their Failures
14. Build an Ideal Classroom Culture
15. Be a Guide
16. Change Your Environment
17. Help Them Shine!
18. Share Your Story
19. Avoid Burn-Out
20. Share Your Resources
21. Encourage Creativity
22. Be a Mentor or Find a Mentor
23. Integrate Technology Effectively
24. Support Character Development
25. Build Relationships With Them
26. Support a Movement
27. Establish a Web Presence
28. Teach Digital Citizenship
29. Present Your Ideas
30. Passion: Pass It On!
What do I share?
Stories, Resources, Links, Lessons, Ideas....

Your Passion
How do I find the time?
Use a browser like Tweetdeck!
Connect with your mobile device!
The power we have through networking is humbling, frightening, and exciting. Use it well.

~ Ruth Cohenson
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